NatraLock® Protect
Added strength for additional pilferage protection.

NatraLock® Protect is a patented paperboard that delivers exceptional tear resistance to deter theft. Designed for secure folding carton applications, it provides a rigid yet smooth surface for outstanding ink holdout and high-quality graphic reproduction. Plus, NatraLock Protect delivers many converting efficiencies. Put this strong tamper protection to work for you.

**Packaging Uses**
- Security Carton Applications
- Healthcare
- Beauty and Personal Care
- Media and Electronics
- Home Improvement

**Product Classification**
- Polymer-Coated
- Solid Bleached Sulfate
- SBS Paperboard
- Laminated with Tear Resistance Film

**What You Can Expect from Us**

**Strength**
Combines paperboard attributes with the tear-resistance of our proprietary lamination for unsurpassed performance in security carton packaging.

**Smoothness**
A smooth surface, outstanding ink holdout and best-in-class printability deliver high-quality graphics for security carton applications.

**Uniformity**
A polymer coat-weight uniformity offers improved efficiencies and maximum throughput on high-speed filling equipment.

**Consistency**
Consistency from roll-to-roll and sheet-to-sheet make NatraLock Protect ideal for high-speed converting and filling while eliminating the need to for extra steps.

**Additional Product Information**

**Sustainability**
All WestRock North American paperboard mills are certified to the SFI®, PEFC™, FSC™ Chain of Custody Standards. Contact your WestRock sales representative for certified fiber availability for this product.

**Quality**
Produced at an ISO 9001 certified facility.

**Environmental and Safety**